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December Topic:
Holiday Gifts and
Decorations
Submitted by Tamara Hall

Our December meeting is all
about Holiday Tidings and Joy.
On December 7, Paige Lanham,
the owner of Garden Spot
Nursery, will be presenting a
special holiday program showcasing gifts and decorations for
gardeners. The meeting will be at
7:00 PM in the Rotunda Room of
the Bellingham Museum of Art.
New Holiday Decorations
may be too good to pass up. A
whole new holiday theme or
some special items to add pizzaz
to your existing collection will be
tempting you.
The gift ideas will be bountiful
and desirable. And because Paige
promises a spectacular PowerPoint
presentation of horticultural
treasures and garden ornaments,
prepare to ooh and ahh over the
visuals. Bring a notepad and pen to
record your favorites. There will be
physical items to tempt you as well.
Since our meeting is in early
December, members will have
time to add items to their Santa
wish list.
☼
Don’t forget to bring in
items for the Silent
Auction at the next
meeting!

www.birchwoodgardenclub.org

Plant Amaryllis for
Winter Color
By Ira Penn

It’s winter, it’s gray, and it will
soon be getting dark at 3:00 PM.
Perhaps a little color is in order. And
what better way to provide color
than by growing a houseplant with
large, beautiful blooms.
I refer, of course, to the fabulous
Amaryllis. Available in many colors, it
will provide weeks of enjoyment with
very little maintenance.

To grow Amaryllis, start with a
large bulb and select a pot that is about
1-inch wider —with drainage holes.
Put some good-quality
potting mix in the pot and place
the bulb so that one-third to onehalf of it is above the mix level.
Gently add and tamp mix around
the bulb. Use warm water after
Continued on page 4, column 2
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Goodbye Triangle
By Cheryl Haak

The smiles on our faces in the
photo below belie the fact that we'd
just finished working pretty hard! Ann
Holland, chairperson of the Public

Gardens committee, was recently told
by a library staff person that the
triangle-shaped bed at the corner of
Lottie and N. Commercial Streets was
going to be removed due to tripping
issues created by the bricks that
surround it. The bed contained a
Bird’s Nest Spruce, several Daylilies,
Autumn Joy Sedum and some
Heuchera. All needed new homes.
So on October 16, Ann, Sheri
Lambert, Christine Tawes, Gloria
Rhoades and I relocated most of
the plants. But, before we could
put the Bird’s Nest into the spot
where it was needed, we had to
move a lace-capped Hydrangea
because it was blocking the gas
meter. The Hydrangea got a new
home but not without a lot of
Continued on page 2, column 2
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Editorial Opinion/Observation
By Ira Penn

Back in October Dee Dee and I
went with our good friends Emily and
David to Langley, B.C., Canada for
dinner at an Indian restaurant. We all
have NEXUS passes so there was no
waiting in a long line to cross the
border.
When we pulled up to speak with
the Border Patrol Agent, he asked us
the usual “Why-are-you-coming-toCanada?” question. But then he asked
how we knew each other, which I
thought was a bit strange (Did he think
Dee Dee and I were being kidnapped
by David and Emily?) But since one
does not say, “None of your beeswax”
to a Border Patrol Agent, David, who
was driving, calmly replied, “We met in
Master Gardeners.”
The Agent was intrigued. “So
you’re all Master Gardeners?”, he
asked. “Yes,” said David, “but he
(pointing to me in the back seat) is the
real Master Gardener.”
“Okay,” he said, “I have a question
for you. When is a good time to aerate
your lawn?”
At this point I’m internally
hemorrhaging because there were cars
behind us waiting in the “fast lane” to
cross the border and the Border Patrol
Agent is asking me questions about
gardening. But I figured I’d let him
deal with that issue and I explained
that aeration could really be done
anytime and that fall is the best. Then
he said, “I just read something about
how you shouldn’t do it now because
of the lack of rain.” “That,” I replied,
“is more because of machine
limitations than the lawn.”
I went on to further explain how
an aerator works and how, with hard,
dry soil, the hollow pluggers probably
wouldn’t be able to penetrate as deeply
or as cleanly. Evidently, that made total
sense and he said, “Thanks, have a
nice dinner.”
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As I reflected back on the
experience later, I thought how ironic
the whole thing was. Because in all the
time I spent in Master Gardener class,
I don’t remember lawn aeration ever
being discussed. And if it was, we sure
didn’t talk about how an aerator
works. So, to quote Reverend Jim
from the old TV show Taxi, “How
did I know that?” The answer is: I
don’t have a clue. I don’t own an
aerator. Some things one just knows.
I’m glad I knew the answer. Not
that I felt like I was being interrogated,
or worried that I would have been
dragged away and strip-searched if I
hadn’t known the answer, but when
you reach a certain age, it feels good
to still be able to remember things—
actually anything.
By the way… if you’re interested,
the name of the restaurant is An
Indian Affair. The food is delicious!
☼

Goodbye Triangle
Continued from page 1, column 3

sweat and breaking Gloria’s shovel.
Ordinarily Hydrangeas are not too
difficult to dig, but this one had
Ceanothus roots crisscrossing over
the Hydrangea root systems which
made it nearly impossible to dig.
Luckily Ann had brought her mini
Stihl chainsaw which made quick
work of those large roots. Gloria
mentioned she needs one of those
saws for Christmas and I’m thinking
the same thing!
☼

Gazette

The Birchwood Garden Club Gazette is
published monthly, September thru May,
by the Birchwood Garden Club, P.O. Box
362, Bellingham, WA 98227. Articles,
inquiries, letters to the editor, or other
comments should be directed to the Editor,
Ira Penn, via e-mail at:
rmqeditor@yahoo.com
Deadline is always the 12th of the
month prior to publication.
Authors’ statements, either of fact or opinion,
are their own and do not necessarily express
the official policy of the Birchwood Garden
Club. While the advice and information in
this newsletter is believed to be true and
accurate at the time of publication, neither
the authors nor the editor can accept any
legal responsibility for errors or omissions.
The BGC makes no warranty expressed or
implied with respect to the material
contained herein.
The Birchwood Garden Club is open to
everyone in Whatcom and Skagit Counties
who supports the objectives of the
organization. Meetings are held the first
Wednesday of each month from September thru May. Annual membership dues
are $15 for an individual, $25 for a
family, due in September. Membership
applications are available at:
www.birchwoodgardenclub.org.
2022-2023 Of cers and
Committee Chairpersons
President—Sheri Lambert
President Elect—Ann Holland
Treasurer—Dianne Gerhard
Secretary—Lisa Friend
Garden Tours—Sheri Lambert & Carol
McBride
Historian—Ed Gerhard
Hospitality—Carol McBride
Membership—Judy Lewis
Newsletter—Ira Penn
Photographer—Kathy Sparks
Plant Sale—Cheryl Haak
Programs—Tamara Hall
Public Gardens—Ann Holland
Publicity—Susan Metcalfe
Silent Auction—Sandy Gurosko
Social Media—Pat Carlson
Sunshine—Cheryl Haak
Webmaster—Tom Sparks
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Meeting Minutes
Submitted by Lisa Friend

President Sheri Lambert called
the meeting to order at 7:01 PM and
introduced returning member
Donna Buehler and new members
Diane Firestone and Elli Harron.
About two dozen people were in
attendance.
D i a n n e G e r h a r d m o ve d
approval of the October minutes.
Carol McBride seconded, and the
minutes were unanimously approved.
Treasurer’s Report
Club membership stands at
92. With new memberships, silent
auction earnings, and a donation,
October income was $315.
The Board decided to spend
just over $650 of the funds
designated as “Membership
Services” for a new projector.
Previously, the Club shared a
projector with another group.
After receiving recommendations
about new technology that would
be compatible with Museum
equipment, Dianne Gerhard drove
to Marysville to purchase the new
machine. With that single October
expense of $652.79, the treasury
balance is now just below $10K.

Old Business
Sheri Lambert invited Zapote
Gregor y to the podium. In
recognition of her many years of
volunteer work at the Cornwall Rose
Garden, Zapote received an honorary
lifetime membership in the Club and a
gift card to Christianson’s Nursery.
The donation form developed
by K athy Sparks and Meri
McCormick is now available online.
The two developers will review
applications as they come in and
make funding recommendations to
the Club in the new year.
Recent cleanup work at the
Bellingham Public Library was
successful, and another cleanup
will be scheduled after the
chrysanthemums stop blooming.
Presentation
The evening’s presentation
about sedums was given by Dixie
Mitchell, custodian of the sedum
section of the Master Gardeners
Discovery Garden in Skagit
County.

Featured 2023 Sale
Plant
By Ira Penn
From now through next April the
Gazette will feature a plant that will be
available at BGC’s Annual Plant Sale. We’ll
start things off with Black Mondo Grass.

Black Mondo Grass (Ophiopogon
planiscapus ‘Nigrescens’) is a 6 to 12-inch
tall, drought tolerant, black-leaved
evergreen. It can be used as a ground
cover but I don’t recommend that as it is
not a fast grower. The color is best in full
sun. Small, pink to whitish-purple flowers
appear in late summer and produce
berries that are bluish black.

Silent Auction
A sedum basket and several
other items were offered for sale
during the silent auction.
October’s auction brought in $35
for the Club.
Adjournment
Sheri Lambert adjourned the
meeting at 8:39 p.m.
☼
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The plant is relatively expensive, a
gallon pot going for as much as $29 in
some places. The BGC will have it for
much, much less!
☼
the GAZETTE

Round or Square?
By Cheryl Haak

If a one-gallon container
says it holds “one gallon,” we
tend to believe the manufacturer,
right? Whether it’s milk, vinegar,
or red wine, a gallon is a gallon.
That is not the case in horticulture. A round, one-gallon pot
holds more potting mix than a
square one.
Some of us learned this on the
second BGC summer tour of the
WSU Discovery Garden. One of
the tour’s docents taught us about
how much potting mix you save
using a square pot over a round pot.
She went on to explain that
WSU docents are very aware of
this because in the spring when
they have their plant sale and
they are hauling trays of watered
plants, those in square pots
weigh quite a bit less than the
ones in round pots.
Skeptic that I am, I tested this
out. Sure enough, a square, onegallon pot fills up with ¾-cup less
mix than a one-gallon round one.
So to save money on potting mix, it
pays to use square pots when potting
up gallon-sized plants.
Ever since my little research
project, I’ve been stocking up on
square pots to have available for our
plant sale next spring!
☼
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Speaker Committee
Forming
By Tamara Hall

In the past, members have
been extremely helpful in providing
speaker names and topics. This has
made my Program Chairperson job
much easier. But I would like to see
members play an even more active
role in the speaker selection process.
Pat Carlson has graciously
offered to for m a Speaker
Committee with me.
At present, we have speakers for
December through April. However,
the selection of speakers for our
2023-24 season begins in June. Many
noteworthy speakers must be
booked no later than August.
To ensure that we have
excellent speakers into the future,
our Club needs more input into
speaker/topic identification. All
members are welcome to
participate. If you are interested,
please contact me:
thup_2008@q.com
or Pat Carlson:
scrappyhalfsquare@gmail.com
☼

Amaryllis
Continued from page 1, column 2

planting to soak the mix. Use a
fertilizer high in phosphorus at half
strength. Place the plant in bright,
indirect sunlight. A long, slender stem
will emerge from the bulb and then
buds will form at the top. Water
sparsely until the buds appear.
Thereafter continue to water
sparingly when the top two inches of
the mix shows dryness. Use the halfstrength fertilizer at each watering.
Amaryllis isn’t really bothered by
many pests or diseases. The most
common problem is over-watering
which can cause the bulb to rot.

President’s Note
To get into the holiday
mood make sure you don't miss
our December 7 meeting.
About a dozen Christmas trees,
all wonderfully decorated and
each with its own theme,
surround the beautiful Rotunda
room. Bring a gardening buddy
and enjoy the ambience.

Sheri
As the flowers fade remove
them. Leave the flower stalk on
until the leaves turn yellow. Do not
remove it earlier as it helps the bulb
to grow for the next bloom cycle.
Amaryllis do not need a
dormant period. They will bloom
again if allowed to keep growing.
However, most folks want them to
rest until the next holiday season. To
promote dormancy, put the entire
pot in a cool dry place. Do not water
at all. Cut the leaves and stalk off
when they are dry and brown.
Approximately four to six
weeks from when you want the
plant to bloom again, place it in a
sunny window, water, and fertilize.
The plant will require repotting
every three to four years.
One more thing: Amaryllis is
poisonous to people and pets if ingested!
☼
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Looking Back
By Ed Gerhard

As 2022 comes to a close I
thought it might be fun to
rummage through the old Gazettes
and see what I could find that
might be interesting.
10 YEARS AGO Club
membership was 134 and meeting
attendance averaged between 35
and 45. Our treasury balance was
around $2,000.
Throughout the year Gazette
readers were treated to insightful
book reviews from Ann Holland
and Barb Clearman. Subjects
ranged from Gardening in
Winter, Heat Zone Gardening,
Best Perennials, and a Guide to
Pruning.
Speakers for the monthly
meeting covered a wide range of
subjects. Bellingham Parks made a
strong case for transitioning to
native plants. Foretelling the
effects of climate change in our
area this is the easiest way to
reduce water use with the added
benefit of attracting wildlife to
your garden. Judy Boxx gave a
presentation on Water and Art in
the Garden showing slides of the
many water features she and her
husband, Jack, created over the
years. As an added bonus she
offered written instructions and an
invitation to join her for a handson training session in her
workshop.
Cleo Pirtle, Manager of the
old Bakerview Nursery presented
“T he Ar t of Buying at a
Nursery” analyzing the types of
shoppers: impulse, disciplined,
bargain hunter and pragmatist. A
representative of the Northwest
Mushroomers Association
identified Whatcom County as
the “epicenter” for mushrooming
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walking us through possibilities
on the coast, marshes, suburban
landscapes, r ural f latlands,
foothills, and the mountains.
Conifers for Color and House
plants rounded out the years’
presentations.
The highlight of the garden
tours for the year was a trip to
Cory and Walt Wynne’s Dahlia
garden. Sitting on 1-1/2 acres
surrounded by Hydrangeas,
Hostas and Lilies are over 7,000
tubers planted by hand.
Another interesting tidbit was
a profile on our state insect: the
Green Darner Dragonfly. Found
from Alaska to Panama they are
large (up to 3-1/8" with a 4-1/8"
wingspan) and feed on many
insects harmful to humans,
especially mosquitoes. They are
also carnivores eating tadpoles
and small fish.
A theme throughout the years
was searching for ideas for
community projects the Club
might do in addition to the
Library and Museum garden
maintenance.
20 YEARS AGO Club
membership was just over 100
and meeting attendance averaged
between 25 and 30. The treasury
balance was just over $1,000.
A film review appeared in the
May issue for the movies
“Greenfingers” and “Amazing
Grace” encouraging us to pick both
up at your local Blockbuster Video!
The January issue had a note
of sympathy to Kathy and Tom
Sparks who missed out on a cold
snap while cruising aboard the
Windjammer in the Caribbean.
Honorary Lifetime
Memberships were awarded to
Herb and Shirley Crape and Dick
and Helen Harris in recognition
of their many contributions to
the Club over the years.

Club members surprised
Mary Peebles with a garden work
party after she suffered a broken
ankle.
The monthly presentations
started with native plants and a
plea to adopt endangered native
plants, and become a Native Plant
Trustee. Some suggestions were
the Mariposa Tulip, Golden
Paintbrush and the Lewisias. In
January we were treated to a
presentation by radio and TV
personality and creator of the 27acre “Minter Garden” near
Harrison Hot Springs, Brian
Minter. His talk focused on new
plants meant to improve our
gardens and stimulate our senses.
Todd Murray from the WSU
Extension made a presentation
on “integrated pest management”
teaching us how to make use of
beneficial insects to kill the
destroyers naturally, and how to
use insect traps and organic pest
deterrents. In March we learned
how to incorporate bamboo art
and make prudent choices for
incorporating bamboo into our
gardens.
The December issue featured
a short article by Ciscoe Morris
on Paper Whites. According to
Ciscoe our homes are so warm,
the flower stalks often grow too
tall and fall over. Prevent this by
adding vodka to the water in your
container when the stalks reach
5" tall. This burns the roots and
slows the growth. He claims your
Paper Whites may stager a bit and
make fools of themselves at your
parties, but the blooms will
remain standing.
In February, BGC member
Gene Montague received a special
salute for his development and
generous distribution of seeds for
his renowned “Bellingham Blue”
corn.
Continued on page 6, column 1
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Looking Back
Continued from page 5, column 3

As always there was discussion
on how to improve the Club. A
couple of the more interesting
ideas: start an annual plant
exchange hoping it would be a way
to draw in new members, and put
together a panel of knowledgable
members who would make short
presentations on areas of their
specific expertise.
30 YEARS AGO membership
was about 60 members. Our
treasury balance stood at about
$ 5 0 0 a n d t h e r e wa s mu ch
discussion on the Club running
out of money. Some of the
suggestions included joining other
clubs plant sales, starting a plant
sale of our own, hiring out teams
of members for work parties, and
selling used garden tools. Despite
the lack of funds the Club was
budgeting money to participate in
saving the Fairhaven Rose Garden
with deer fencing. It was decided
to hold our own plant sale in April
with a goal to make $500. The
final result was $952.
LaVern Freeman received a
lifetime membership after 50 years
of contributions to the Club.
A weather forecast was
published that sounds familiar
today. The next six months will be
mainly sunny or cloudy, with dry
and rainy spells. Winds will be
from most directions.
A solution to our deer
problem was provided in a
newspaper clipping from the
Manchester Guardian in Great
Britain. It suggested picking up
some fresh lion dung from our
nearest zoo (tiger or leopard is just
as good) and spreading it around
the border to scare them away.
The Bellingham Public Library
project kicked off with planning, bed

preparation, plant donations and
purchases, and a lot of hard work.
Presentations included tips for
entering flower shows, growing and
using culinary herbs, and a slide
show of members’ gardens. Russ
Lambert of Northstar Perennials
presented a program on
herbaceous perennials. He shared
helpful information to prune
lavender back 4" to 6" after
freezing and don't let the blue
poppy bloom the first year.
The BGC annual seed
exchange took place in March.
It was suggested that time be
set aside at each meeting for a
Q&A where members could seek
assistance with their gardening
questions.
AND FARTHER BACK…
Unfortunately the records start to
get sketchy past the 30-year mark.
I’m sure it would be interesting to
know what was happening in
those years as well. As we look
toward the future as a Club it is
important to occasionally look back
and recognize the contributions of
the many members who have
brought us this far. It is quite an
accomplishment for any organization to last almost 100 years. As
we close out another year let’s take
time to celebrate our past and have
a toast to a successful future.
☼

How High is Raised?
By Ira Penn

How high do you have to raise a
garden bed for it to be considered a
raised bed? (That’s the sort of
question that keeps me up at night.)
Technically, a raised bed is
anything above the natural soil
level. But, as you undoubtedly
know, there are raised beds that sit
directly on the ground and those
that are as high as a table top.
Essentially, it’s up to the individual
gardener. The one thing that could
be considered a “rule” is that the
depth of the soil in the bed should
be at least eight inches.
The easiest way to accomplish
raising a bed is to prepare the ground
soil by digging and removing rocks,
placing a frame made of 2" x 10"
lumber on top of it, and filling to the
top of the frame with a good grade of
potting mixture. Don’t worry if it’s
slightly above the top; the mix will
settle. Use a spading fork to
incorporate the ground soil with the
mix (important for root growth and so
the water permeates) and you’re done.
From there it can get as
complicated as you want to make it. I
have seen raised beds made of twoinch-thick concrete slabs 30” high
with the entire interior filled with
potting mix. That’s a fabulous way to
do it if a bit on the expensive side. At
the opposite end of the spectrum,
I’ve seen raised beds that are no more
than large (2' high) boxes made of
untreated fir, and placed on legs made
of 4" x 4" untreated posts. That works
too, but don’t plan on the thing lasting
a long time.
The bottom line is that you can
do anything you want as long as you
don’t violate the 8” depth rule. Most
plants need at least that much depth
to grow an adequate root system.
And when it comes to root systems,
bigger is always better.
☼
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